
Pricing CVA with Time‐Varying Wrong Way Risk 
Credit Value Adjustment (CVA) 

CVA is the difference between the risk‐free price of a posi on 
and the price of the same posi on with a defaultable counter‐
party.  

Wrong Way Risk 
Wrong way risk (WWR) occurs when exposure to a counter‐
party is adversely correlated with the credit quality of that 
counterparty. 
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Mo va on 
Prior to the GFC, the dollar value of CVA as a propor on of 
the risk‐free value of deriva ve contracts was rela vely small 
and had been largely ignored. During the financial crisis, 
banks suffered significant counterparty credit risk losses on 
their OTC por olios. The majority of these losses came not 
from actual defaults but from wri ng down the fair value on 
their deriva ve posi ons as counterpar es became less likely 
than expected to meet their obliga ons.  
When pricing CVA, WWRs have been commonly modelled by 
an arbitrary constant correla on (generally zero) between the 
counterparty default intensity and the underlying market risk 
factor. I advance the literature by es ma ng me‐varying 
WWRs using a dynamic factor copula model and incorporate 
the simulated dependencies into the CVA simula on engine. 

Conclusions 
 CVA becomes more sensi ve to WWR as the implied vola l‐

i es of the underlying risk factors increase. This makes 
modelling of WWR crucial, especially in vola le periods. 

 Current prac ce of assuming independence between de‐
fault probability and exposure can consistently under‐ or 
over‐ price CVA, resul ng in mispricing in deriva ve trans‐
ac ons. 

 Alterna vely, using a constant correla on coefficient can in‐
troduce a bias due to the asymmetric payoff in CVA pricing.  

 Dynamic factor copula provides me‐varying es mates of 
WWR and does not require matrix factoriza ons at every 
simulated node.  
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